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the zerg had come to believe in a new world order and that with the return of their queen, the end
was nigh. however, their faith was shattered when raynor appeared and mortally wounded zagara,
for he had been responsible for the demise of kerrigan's past life. even as the zerg celebrated their
victory, raynor and kerrigan had fallen into a chasm and lay there, ready to die. but then, they were

saved by amon. with kerrigan's help, he appeared and allied with kerrigan to battle the xel'naga.
with his help, kerrigan finally killed amon, though he was left in an imbalanced state. [171] kerrigan
returned to the land of aiur and with her new xel'naga, defeated and killed lotv's queen, the naga.
she then left the planet, vowing to protect her people. [172] in the ensuing battle, raynor and his

forces were victorious and took the moebius foundation and its artifacts to the zerg swarm. however,
valerian decided to launch a counterattack to gain control of the artifacts and use them for the

extermination of all life. valerian and raynor's fleets clashed at the moebius foundation for months
until a fleet of the dominion's ships arrived. valerian's ships were destroyed, killing him. kerrigan's
undead and some of raynor's supporters engaged the enemy while raynor and his forces retreated.
kerrigan was victorious, but raynor was mortally wounded. kerrigan's fleet prepared to depart, and
raynor asked her to stop the fleet from leaving. kerrigan did not respond, but prepared to leave. at

that moment, raynor died. [55]
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with the swarm queen on the maelstrom, the swarm queen proposed an alliance with the protoss
against the ued and their allies on char. she was to return to the maelstrom in 2499, followed by the
swarm queen. [81] the next morning, the rebels woke up to find that there had been a rebellion in

the night. most of them were not there, and their homes and cars were stolen, while others had been
beaten. they found out that cassidy was on a plane heading for the elector's base. cassidy's rippers

returned, with a large number of other rippers as well. they arrived at the elector's base, and went to
the weapons room. a large number of rippers and civilians were killed. the rebels were taken

hostage, and the elector's assistant, pax, was a part of the group. fitz had cassidy put on the rippers'
prison suits and locked them up in the basement. the rebel leader, luke, was taken to the elector's

main room. cassidy and fitz were taken to the conference room. cassidy told the rebels that the
elector was going to use a fake uprising to take over the city, and that they would take back the city
with the rebels' help. the elector's commandos arrived, and cassidy was killed. the rebels killed most
of the commandos, and took several of them prisoner. the remaining commandos ran away. certain
laws may increase youth access to firearms through other sources, such as black-market dealers.
these laws may also indirectly affect youth access through a deterrence effect. for example, the

passage of laws requiring individuals to obtain a permit to purchase a handgun in washington (and
expanding the type of weapons covered) prompted a substantial increase in the number of

applications for permits, resulting in a shortage of permits and a long wait for permits to be issued
(washington state patrol, 2007). the washington state patrol reports that over 40percent of all

applicants for permits receive their permit within ten days of application (washington state patrol,
2007). this leads to the hypothesis that the permit application process creates a demand for

handguns. laws requiring youth to apply for permits before being allowed to purchase a handgun
may also lead to an increase in youth access to firearms through the black market. 5ec8ef588b
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